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CAT Scan Executive Narrative Summary – Warner Memorial Presbyterian Church (WMPC)
November 2018

General OverviewWMPC had excellent participation in this inventory, with 80 people completing the Church AssessmentTool (CAT). 80 people represents 96% of your average Sunday attendance. Thank you! This high rate ofresponse enabled us to hear from and respond to a broad base of your congregation. Your response rateprovided valid, reliable and representative data.Just a reminder – these results are representative of your experience in this congregation.  Thesenumbers are symbols of your voices of experience, perception and aspiration.In this assessment we also had some conversation partners.  Your results were measured against resultsfrom hundreds of other congregations who have recently taken the CAT. Although every church isunique, this does provide benchmark data for comparison.
What Did We Learn?1. Theological/Adaptable Indices

Theological Perspective Index – WMPC is moderately theologically progressive compared to otherbenchmark congregations, with a high degree of theological diversity.
Flexible Style Index – WMPC is a moderately settled congregation, compared to other benchmarkcongregations.  An increase in adaptability will aid WMPC to make shifts in the culture to increase healthand vitality.
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Progressive-Settled/Paraclete Culture – Theologically Progressive/Settled CongregationsAt it’s best…
◦ A warm and hospitable community that can serve as a potential haven for those in need of healingor recovery.
◦ Paraclete cultures are uniquely equipped to focus on ministries of healing.  Their openness canmake them comfortable dealing with various expressions of human brokenness.
◦ Value openness to others who think differently about their faith.The shadow side…
• If they lose their missional focus, they may find themselves going through the motions of setroutines that have lost their deeper meaning.  May confuse habit with tradition.
• Careful to balance their openness with reasonable expectations of others, or could attract moreneeds than the community can healthily address
• Without a sufficient level of flexibility, they may become frozen in time and irrelevant to thethinking of those in the community around them.2. Overall Vitality of WMPCThe developers of this inventory have found that the two greatest markers for a congregation’s vitalityare how satisfied and how energized the congregation is.  As a congregation, your satisfaction level is~22% above average and energy level is 18% above average in comparison to other churches.This puts WMPC on the cusp of the transitional range of the transformational quadrant.  What does thismean?  It indicates that WMPC is in a malleable time, with potential for moving into a space of solidhealth and vitality.  It also indicates the potential of shifting into a space of lower energy and satisfaction.
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3. Performance DashboardWMPC’s strengths/challenges are revealed and explained through the Performance Dashboard andPerformance Indices.  Churches are assessed in the following 8 areas - Hospitality, Morale, Conflict
Management, Governance, Spiritual Vitality, Readiness for Ministry, Engagement in Education, and Worship
and Music.Compared with other congregations, WMPC ranked the highest in
Hospitality - members as a whole experience the congregation as an inviting, friendly body of peoplewith good relationship skills
Conflict Management – Members believe that conflict is appropriately managed and, where possible,resolved.
Governance (trust in leadership) - the leadership teams practice an open, responsive decision-makingprocess that is not thwarted by the same small group of people
Worship and Music – When worship experience of a congregation is vibrant, members also tend to feelenergized about the work of the church.  This index seeks to capture the congregation’s feelings about thequality of the worship experience.The remaining indices were closer to average compared to the benchmark, with the exception of the
Spiritual Vitality Index.  This index measures the degree to which members believe that their faith iscentral to their individual lives rather than peripheral or episodic.  On this measure, WMPC ranked in the22nd percentile in comparison to other congregations.  While it is normal for congregations who are moreprogressive to score lower in this index, partly due to the way in which the question is worded in theindividual vs. corporate perspective, more conversation in this area is encouraged.4. Drivers
Drivers of Satisfaction – Members of WMPC are most satisfied when…

 The worship services at our church are exceptional in both quality and spiritual content.
 We are willing to adapt our worship to the needs and circumstances of the people we want toreach in our local community.

Drivers of Energy – Members of WMPC are most energized when…There was no consensus on what energizes members of WMPC20% of all churches are transformational with high energy and high satisfaction. WMPC falls in the mid-range of the transformational quadrant, just outside of the “transitional range”. This is good news,especially for a congregation that is in an interim period.  It means you have the capacity to try some newthings and take some risks.The drivers to WMPC’s Drivers of Satisfaction indicate that while there isn’t much consensus regardingwhat satisfies members, the one place that most agree upon is the importance of worship.With no identified Drivers of Energy, it is more challenging to figure out the best plan of action toenergize WMPC.  A helpful exercise might be to figure out what WMPC’s core values are, that may be livedout on a more individual basis. (If WMPC were to create a bumper sticker that resonated with everyone
present, what would it be?)
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NOTES


